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Weak Pseudogap Behavior in the Underdoped Cuprate Superconductors
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We report on a novel solution of the nearly antiferromagnetic (AF) spin fermion model in the
limit pT ¿ vsf, which demonstrates that the broad high energy features found in angular resolved
photoemission spectroscopy measurements of the spectral density of the underdoped cuprates a
determined by strong (AF) correlations and precursor effects of a spin density wave state. We
show that the onset temperature,Tcr , of weak pseudogap behavior is determined by the strength,
j, of the (AF) correlations, and obtain the generic changes in low frequency magnetic behavior
seen in NMR experiments withjsTcr d ø 2, confirming the Barzykin and Pines crossover criterion.
[S0031-9007(98)05982-1]
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Magnetically underdoped cuprates may be distinguish
from their overdoped counterparts by the presence o
maximum at a temperatureT cr . Tc in the temperature
dependent uniform susceptibility,xosT d. They are char-
acterized by the occurrence of a quasiparticle pseudog
observed by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) a
inelastic neutron scattering experiments, optical, transpo
and specific heat measurements, and in angular resol
photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES). Barzykin an
Pines [1] proposed that atT cr , sizable antiferromagnetic
(AF) correlations between the planar quasiparticles brin
about a change in the spin dynamics, and that atT near
T cr , the quantity63T1Ty63T 2

2G, where 63T1 is the 63Cu
spin-lattice relaxation time and63T2G is the spin-echo
decay time, changes from being nearly independent
temperature (aboveTcr), to a quantity which varies
as sa 1 bTd21. This behavior has recently been con
firmed in NMR measurements by Curroet al. [2]. Since
63T1Ty63T n

2G ~ jn2z , where z is a dynamical exponent
[1], the near temperature independence of63T1Ty63T2G
found betweenTcr and a lower crossover temperature,Tp,
suggests that one is in a pseudoscaling regimesz ø 1d,
while the temperature independence of63T1Ty63T2

2G
aboveT cr suggests mean field behaviorsz ø 2d. More-
over, aboveTp ARPES experiments show that the spectr
density of quasiparticles located nearsp, 0d has developed
a high energy feature [3]. We refer to this behavio
as weak pseudogap behavior, to distinguish it from
the strong pseudogap behaviorfound belowTp, where
experiment shows a leading edge gap develops in t
quasiparticle spectrum [3]. Strong pseudogap behav
is also seen in specific heat, dc transport, and optic
experiments, while63T2G measurements show that the
AF spin correlations become frozen (i.e.,j ø const) and
63T1T displays gaplike behavior.

The nearly antiferromagnetic Fermi liquid (NAFL)
model [4,5] of the cuprates offers a possible explanatio
for the observed weak and strong pseudogap behavior.
this model, changes in quasiparticle behavior both refle
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and bring about the measured changes in spin dynami
The highly anisotropic effective planar quasiparticle inter
action mirrors the dynamical spin susceptibility, peake
near Q  sp , pd, introduced by Millis, Monien, and
Pines (MMP) [6] to explain NMR experiments,

VNAFL
eff sq, vd  g2xqsvd 

g2xQ

1 1 j2sq 2 Qd2 2 i
v

vsf

,

(1)

wherexQ  aj2, with a constant, andg is the coupling
constant.

Since the dynamical spin susceptibilityxqsvd peaks at
wave vectors close tosp, pd, two different kinds of quasi-
particles emerge:hot quasiparticles, located close to those
momentum points on the Fermi surface which can be co
nected byQ, feel the full effects of the interaction of
Eq. (1);cold quasiparticles, located not far from the diago-
nals, jkxj  jkyj, feel a “normal” interaction. Their dis-
tinct lifetimes can be inferred from transport experiments
where a detailed analysis shows that the behavior of the h
quasiparticles is highly anomalous, while cold quasipart
cles may be characterized as a strongly coupled Land
Fermi liquid [7].

In the present Letter, we focus our attention on tem
peraturesT $ Tp. Our reason for doing so is that,
for T . Tp, fits to NMR experiments show thatvsf ,

pT [vsfyspTd ø 0.17 for YBa2Cu4O8 andvsfyspT d ø
0.14 for YBa2Cu3O6.63 [1] ]. Hence the spin system is
thermally excited and behaves quasistatically; the ho
quasiparticles see a spin system which acts like a static d
formation potential, a behavior which is no longer found
below Tp wherevsf increases rapidly [1] and the lowest
scale is the temperature itself. In the limitpT ¿ vsf it
is possible to sum the entire perturbation series (all dia
grams) of the two dimensional spin fermion model with
the effective interaction,V NAFL

eff sq, vd, of Eq. (1).
Our main results are the appearance (along with i

momentum dependence) in the hot quasiparticle spectru
© 1998 The American Physical Society 3839
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of the high energy features seen in ARPES, a maximu
in xosT d, and a crossover in63T1Ty63T 2

2G for j . jo ø
yFyDo seen in NMR. These result from the emergen
of a spin density wave (SDW)-like state, as propos
by Chubukovet al. [8]. Here, yF is the Fermi velocity
andDo 

g
p

3

p
kS2l , g

2 , a characteristic energy scale o
the SDW-like pseudogap. Using typical values for th
hopping matrix elements (see below), andg ø 0.6 eV
(determined from the analysis of transport experimen
in slightly underdoped materials [7]), we findj0 ø 2.
For j . jo, the hot quasiparticle spectral density reflec
the emerging spin density wave state, while the MM
interaction generates naturally the distinct behavior of h
and cold quasiparticle states seen in ARPES experimen

We summarize our calculations briefly. Using th
effective interaction, Eq. (1), the direct spin-spin couplin
is eliminated via a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformatio
introducing a collective spin fieldSqstd. After integrating
out the fermionic degrees of freedom, the single partic
Green’s function can be written as

Gk,sst 2 t0d  kĜk,kssst, t0jSdlo , (2)

whereĜk,kssst, t0jSd is the matrix element ofh
G21

ok st 2 t0ddk,k0 2
g

p
3

Sk2k0stddst 2 t0d ? $s
i

21
,

(3)

which describes the propagation of an electron for a giv
configurationS of the spin field. $s is the Pauli ma-
trix vector, andGok  2s≠t 1 ´kd21 is the bare sin-
gle particle Green’s function with bare dispersion´k 
22tscoskx 1 coskyd 2 4t0 coskx cosky 2 m. We use
t  0.25 eV and t0  20.25t for the nearest and next
nearest neighbor hopping integrals, respectively, and
just the chemical potentialm to maintain the hole concen-
tration atnh. The averagek· · ·lo ~

R
D S · · · exph2Soj is

performed with respect to the action of the collective sp
degrees of freedom,

SosSd 
T
2

X
q,n

x21
q sivndSqsivnd ? S2qs2ivnd , (4)

wherevn  2npT . In using Eq. (2) we have assume
that (i) xqsvd is the fully renormalized spin susceptibility
taken from the experiment and (ii) any nonlinear (high
order in S than quadratic) terms of the spin field can b
neglected. The model which results from assumption (
is usually referred to as the spin fermion model.

After inversion of Eq. (3) in spin space, the average
Eq. (2) can be evaluated diagrammatically using Wick
theorem for the spin field. In the static limit,pT ¿
vsf, it suffices to consider only the zeroth boson
Matsubara frequency inxqsivnd. This follows from
Eq. (1) after analytical continuation and is also reflecte
in the fact that the second order diagram, which
particularly important for smaller doping concentration
[9], is dominated by the lowest Matsubara frequency
pT ¿ vsf. The remaining momentum summations ar
3840
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evaluated by expandinǵ k1q ø ´k1Q 1 vk1Q ? sq 2

Qd for momentum transfers close toQ, an approximation
which, as explicit calculations show, is justified forj .

1. Herey
a
k1Q  ≠´k1Qy≠ka . In this limit all diagrams

can be summed up by generalizing a solution for
one dimensional charge density wave system obtain
by Sadovskii [10] to the case of two dimensions an
more importantly, to isotropic spin fluctuations. In deta
the solution consists of two steps: First, forvsf ø pT
each crossing diagram of the spin fermion model equa
besides sign and multiplicity, a particular noncrossin
diagram. Second, we determine the total,j independent
multiplicity of each class of identical diagrams from th
straightforward solution in the limitj ! `, taking care to
ensure spin rotation invariance.

We find the following recursion relation for the Green’
function Gksvd ; G

sl0d
k svd, whose imaginary part de-

termines the spectral densityAsk, vd:

G
sld
k svd21  g

sld
k svd21 2 kl11D2

oG
sl11d
k svd . (5)

Here, kl  sl 1 2dy3 if l is odd, while kl  ly3
if l is even, andg

sld
k svd is the Fourier transform of

2iQstde2i´k1lQtfK0stjvk1lQjyjdys2pdgl with modified
Bessel functionK0sxd. The recursion relation, Eq. (5)
closed byG

sLd
k svd  g

sLd
k svd for some large value ofL,

enables us to calculateAsk, vd to arbitrary order2L in the
coupling constantg [we useL , 103; Eq. (5) converges
for L , 102]. For simplicity, we use in the following
the approximationK0sxd ø 2pe2x . We have checked
numerically that this approximation does not change a
conclusion of this paper. In the limitj ! ` the Green’s
function reduces toGksvd 

R
dD psDdGSDW

k sDd, where
GSDW

k sDd is the single particle Green’s function of th
mean field SDW state andpsDd , D2 exps2 3

2 D2yD
2
0d

is the distribution function of a fluctuating SDW gap

centered around
q

2
3 D0; i.e., the amplitude fluctuations

of the spinsS are confined to a region around
q

2
3 kS2l,

although in our calculations directional fluctuations a
fully isotropic and spin rotation invariance is maintaine
Below we show that the SDW-like solution is obtaine
even at finite values ofj.

The quantities we calculate are the single particle sp
tral density,Ask, vd, and the low frequency behavior o
the irreducible spin susceptibilitỹxqsv, T d. In Fig. 1(a),
we show our results for the product ofAksvd and the
Fermi function,fsvd, which demonstrate the qualitatively
different behavior of hot quasiparticles close tosp , 0d and
cold quasiparticles close to the diagonalsjkxj  jkyj. We
see that in contrast to the conventional behavior of t
cold quasiparticles, whose spectral function is peaked
the Fermi energy, the hot quasiparticle density of sta
develops a pronounced high energy feature (peak) as
served in experiments [3,11]. Although the hot quas
particles do not possess a distinct peak at the Fe
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FIG. 1. (a) Spectral density multiplied with Fermi function
on the Fermi surface forj  3. The distinct behavior of hot
and cold quasiparticles is visible. The inset shows the co
responding Fermi surface. (b) Momentum dependence of
cal maxima of the spectral density as a function ofj and
hole doping concentrationnh is compared with experiments
of Ref. [11] for Bi2Sr2Ca12xDyxCu2O81d with x  0.01 (trian-
gles) andx  0.175 (diamonds). Only maxima with relative
spectral weight.10% are shown.

level, due to their strong scattering rates, this does n
mean that the system has lost pieces of the Fermi s
face; rather we find that the Fermi surface, defined
´k 1 Re Sksv  0d  0, remains large but the coheren
peak at the Fermi energy falls below the visibility thresh
old of present ARPES experiments. Even though the
coherent quasiparticles are invisible in the present te
perature range, they are, we believe, responsible for
sharp peak fork , sp , 0d, observed in ARPES below the
superconducting transition temperature [3] where the lo
frequency scattering rate is strongly suppressed. It is o
for j . 30, which is not appropriate for the underdope
cuprates studied here, that the solution of Eq. (5) yiel
hole pockets, closed aroundspy2, py2d, accompanied by
a large piece of a Fermi surface (FS) closed around (0
[9]. If one determines thek states for which the occu-
pation numbernk 

1
2 , the resulting line in momentum

space can hardly be distinguished from the uncorrela
FS; i.e., the total occupied spectral weight of a given m
mentum state is quite robust with respect to the dras
changes of the line shape of the spectral function. The
r-
lo-

ot
ur-
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fore, high energy features are always more pronoun
for the occupied part of the density of states than for
unoccupied part, since states close tosp, 0d remain mostly
occupied.

In Fig. 1(b) we compare our results for the momentu
dependence of the high energy features with the exp
mental results of Marshallet al. [11] for two different
doping concentrations. The best agreement between
ory and experiment was obtained for a next nearest ne
bor hopping elementt0  20.25t. It can be seen that
within our approach one can understand the qualitativ
different behavior experimentally seen for underdop
and overdoped systems, as well as the detailed momen
dependence of the high energy features in the underdo
case. While for overdoped cuprates the FS crossing cl
to sp , 0d is clearly visible, no such crossing has been o
served in the underdoped systems. In contrast, along
diagonal of the Brillouin zone, there is little difference i
the behavior of underdoped and overdoped systems. T
detailed agreement between theory and experiment
strong indication that the high energy features of cupr
superconductors seen in ARPES experiments are ind
due to precursors of a SDW-like state.

We sum all diagrams of the perturbation series for
the electron-spin fluctuation vertex functionG ; Gs0d in
similar fashion as the Green’s functionGksvd in Eq. (5)
and find

G
sld
k,k1qsv 1 i01, v 1 n 1 i01d

 1 2 rl11D2G
sl11d
k svdGsl11d

k1q sv 1 nd

3 G
sl11d
k,k1qsv 1 i01, v 1 n 1 i01d , (6)

with rl  l if l is even andrl  sl 1 2dy9 if l is odd,
which is evaluated using Eq. (5) andGsLd  1. The lack
of symmetry breaking is essential for a proper evalu
tion of the vertex [9,12] which, as long as the spin r
tation invariance is intact, is reduced at most byø 1

3
for the high energy features. For lower excitation e
ergies, this vertex is considerably enhanced for the
quasiparticles; it is almost unaffected for the cold qua
particles, reflecting again their qualitatively different b
havior. We combine the results forGksvd and the
electron-spin fluctuation vertex function and so dete
mine the irreducible spin susceptibilitỹxqsvd. Assum-
ing that j21sT d 

1
4 1

1
4

T2Tp

T cr 2Tp
betweenTcr  470 K

and Tp  220 K and j22sT d 
1
4 1

1
7

T2Tcr

700 K2Tcr above
T cr consistent with the NMR results of Curroet al. [2]
for YBa2Cu4O8, we find that bothx̃osT d and x̃QsT d ex-
hibit maxima at temperatures close toT cr wherej ø 2.
The falloff in x̃osTd and x̃QsTd below T cr arises pri-
marily from the transfer of quasiparticle spectral weig
to higher energies. We find that both vertex correctio
and the spectral weight transfer play a significant role
determining the low frequency spin dynamics. As m
be seen in the inset of Fig. 2, when both effects are ta
3841
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FIG. 2. x̃
2
Qvyx̃

00
Qjv0 as a function of temperature, compare

with experimental results of Ref. [2] forT1TyT 2
2G . The

inset shows the crossover in the calculatedT dependence of
x̃

00
Qsvdyvjv0.

into account, our calculated values of the spin dampi
gQ  x̃

00
Qsv, T dyvjv0 display the crossover atTcr an-

ticipated by Monthoux and Pines [13]. Another calcula
ble quantity which can be compared with experiment
x̃QsT d2ygQ ; vsfxQ, being proportional to the product,
63T1Tys63T2Gd2. As may seen in Fig. 2, qualitative agree
ment with the results of Curroet al. [2] for YBa2Cu4O8
is found. The determination of the full spin susceptibi
ity xqsvd  x̃qsvdyf1 2 Jqx̃qsvdg is beyond the scope
of the present work, sinceJq is determined by the renor-
malization of the spin exchange fermion-fermion intera
tion through high energy excitations in all other channe
However, for xosT d, with Jq0x̃0sTcr d  0.5, a good
quantitative fit to the experimental results of Curroet al.
[2] betweenT cr andTp is found.

Physically, the most interesting aspect of our resu
is the appearance of SDW precursor phenomena, brou
about by the strong interaction between the planar qua
particles, for moderate AF correlation lengths,j . jo ø
2, in contrast to earlier calculations, in which SDW pre
cursor behavior was found only in the limit of very larg
correlation length [14]. Our complete solution of th
static problem enables us to access this region of stro
coupling. Forj . jo , the hot electron mean free path
,j2

oyj, begins to be small compared toj, so that the
quasiparticle can no longer distinguish the actual situati
from that of a SDW state; hence we find pseudo-SD
behavior, i.e., SDW behavior without symmetry break
ing. The related shift of spectral weight for states clo
to sp, 0d affects mostly the low frequency part of the ir
reducible spin susceptibility and leads to the calculat
crossover behavior.

The present theory cannot, of course, explain the lea
ing edge pseudogap found belowTp, since one is then
no longer in the quasistatic limit for which our calcula
3842
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tions apply. Strong pseudogap behavior corresponds to
further redistribution of quasiparticle states lying within
ø30 meV of the Fermi energy. No appreciable change
seen in the high energy features found in the present c
culations. It is likely that strong scattering in the particle
particle channel plays an increasingly important rol
below Tp, since we find aboveTp important prerequisites
for its appearance: an enhanced spin fluctuation vertex a
a pronounced flattening of the dispersion of the hot quas
particle states [15]. In addition, belowTp the quantum
behavior of spin excitations becomes increasingly impo
tant, leading to the sizable suppression of the hot qua
particle scattering rate found belowTp [7].
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